HF Diplexer with Helical
Resonators
-

The authors introduce helical resonators in a 170 MHz radio diplaez The lumped
element approach is quite compact (2.2 x 6 x 6 in., less than 1/13 th the volume of the
distributed model it replaces), has high isolation (45 OEB) between channels spaced
only 3 MHz apart, and relatively low loss (2.5 dB). An unusual technique oj‘
introducing an additional attenuation pole in the output coupling contributes to the
isolation.
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ilters and multiplexers uscd in the high frequency band (HF) as well as those at the low
microwave frequencies are often very large
due to low insertion loss requirements for closely
spaced narrow band channels. Size rcduction over
cavity filters may be considered using h e l i d resonators [ 11, but frequently these will not suffice if
normal Tchebyshev filters arc used, since the degree of a filter is often such that the loss would be
excessive. Finite attenuation poles must be included to give more optimum lower loss structures, but
there appears to havc been no work on helical resonator elliptic function type filters, that is, lumped
elcmcnt elliptic filters in which the resonator 0 is
much higher than the customary maximum Q of
about 400.
This paper introduccs the concept of helical filters and multiplexers having quasi elliptic function
characteristics, and also demonstrates the advantage o f using extra rejection poles realized in the
input and output coupling networks. The techniques arc illustrated by describing a diplcxer consisting of two narrow band closely spaced channels
in the 164-175 MHz band having relatively low inscrtion loss, small size and light weight. The diplcxer measures 2.2 x 6 x 6 in., and replaccd a

combline diplexer of dimensions h x 10 x 18 in.,
more than 13 times the size of this helical diplcxer.
This order of magnitude reduction in size is
achieved by the use of optimal asymmetric filters
each having poles placcd in the other passband giving high mutual isolation, combined with the use of
helical resonators giving an unloaded 0 of the order of 850, about twice that customarily employed
in previous elliptic function lumped element filters.
Extra out of band rejection is contributed
through t h e unusual technique of introducing an
additional attenuation pole in the output coupling.
The technique has been applied to filters and diplexers in the 30-1600 MHz range, and is possibly
extendable to higher frequencies.
A valid competitive technology which may bc
used for size reduction embodies ceramic block
combline filters [2]. However, their disadvantages
include high development costs, prcscntly limited
availability of manufacturing facilities, and comparatively large weight due to the heavy ceramic,
whose high cost might also mitigate against the approach.

Theoly
The theory is described through example of the
actual diplexer designed, constructed and tested.
The specifications are dcscribcd in Table 1.

filtcrs, and might be reduced somewhat if finite
frequency poles were introduced by cross-coupling
between non-adjacent resonators or other means.
Such technology might indeed be useful, but the
ceramic blocks are probably unavailable in such
large sizes, and would bc very expensive in material
costs alone, as wcll as having considerable weight.
Developmcnt is a specialized proccss of limited
availability, with high initial development costs.
Helical resonators having a minimum of 2 turns
cannot realize the desired Q > 1500. Single turn
resonators might be used, and t h e resulting resonator would then be equivalent to a folded comblinc
or hairpin resonator [ 3 ] ,which could indccd be
considered as a possible attractivc alternative technique.
However thc Q requirement may be reduced by a
factor of 2 by using optimum generalized Tchebyshev filter Characteristics having poles at finite frequencies. The rejection is met using filters having 3
passband zeros and two finite frequency poles located within the opposite passband, giving the individual filter characteristics of Figure 1. These doubly-terminated filters may be derived using
FILSYN [4], or, as in our casc, using an independent synthesis program which derives gcneralized bandpass filters with arbitrary finite frequency
poles.

'lahle 1. Specifications of the H F diplexer

Passbands:
Max. I'assband insertion loss:
Max. Passband VSWK:
Rejection: Min Mutual isolalion:
Min. Rcjcction of cach
clianncl at 147 and 100
MTIL: 30 dB

164-lOS MH7 and 171-175 Mh7

2.5 d H
1.4 (hand center)
2.0 (band edges)
45 dB

These specifications arc typical for telemetry applications. Thc insertion loss may seem quite high,
yet if thc diplexcr werc realized using Tchebyshev
filters of degree 6 the specifications could just be
achieved by having poles all at zero and infinity.
The minimum unloaded Q would be at least 1500,
requiring distributed resonators with a ground
plane spacing of 2.5 in. and electrical lcngth of 45
dcg., giving a physical length for cach resonator of
8.9 in.
A ceramic block diplexcr using a dielectric constant of 36 and employing optimal evanescentmode filters could bc constructed in dimensions of
3 x 3.5 x 10 in., o r 2 x 2.8 x 8 in. using a dielectric
constant of 80. These figures are for Tchebyshev
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Figure 1.

Individual filter characteristics (not diplexed).

The filters were synthesized initially without input and output couplings, as indicated in Figure 2.
Admittance inverters werc then incorporated at
each end to transform the internal admittance to
one giving rather large inductors with minimal values for t h e shunt capacitors. The reasoning was that
it is desirable to realize the inductor\ with helical
resonators which arc almost self-resonant, giving
the maximum possible inductor unloaded Q.

illustrated in Figure 4. The required immittance is
J, while the non-ideal realization is
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The equivalent circuit of a typical helical resonator is the Pi network shown in Figure 3. In t h e case
of a normal shunt helical resonator port 2 is
grounded and a parallel LC resonant circuit is
formed.
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which is frequency dependent. However for narrow
band filters the variation across the filter bandwidth is acceptable.
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Equivalent circuit of a helical resonator.

When designing a filter of the type shown in Figure 1 it is essential to include the “stray” capacitors
of the helical resonators in the circuit. These must
be absorbed into the shunt capacitors. This implies
that the helical resonators must be self-resonant at
a frequency somewhat higher than the passbands,
else there would be little or no shunt capacitance
available for this; and the resonators would tune
too low.
The rejection of the high channel is < 30 dB at
I90 MIIz, necessitating the introduction of another
pole of attenuation above this frequency. Since the
filter already possesses the maximum number of
such poles in the conventional sense, it was realized
that the only convenient way to incorporate this
pole was in the output coupling admittance inverter. The fact that this possibility exists contradicts
the impression that elliptic-type filter5 of dcgrcc n
may have only (n-1) finite frequency poles. This is
true for direct-coupled filters, but if loose coupling
by means of reactive coupling sections is employed,
extra poles may be incorporated within these couplings.
Approximate realizations of admittance inverters using simple elements having poles at zcro or
infinity, for cxamplc, series C or series L with ncgative shunt elements, are well known [S]. It is also
possible to use a more general admittance inverter
for which the attenuation pole is at a finite frcquency rather than at zero or infinity [6]. The procedurc
for forming the coupling network with the pole is

(b)

Figure 4. Equivalence between (a) Ideal inverter coupling, and (b) Practical pole-forming inverter coupling.

The negative circuit elements of thc inverter
closer to the termination must be cancelled by introducing equal positive values adjacent t o the termination, as shown in Figure 4. The excess susceptance introduced is cancelled by adding the
compcnsating susceptancc J to the side next to the
filter. Equating admittances looking from the filter
back towards the termination for the ideal and
practical cases of Figure 4 gives

Equating real and imaginary parts leads to the
eq u at i on s

J1 - J ’

= JJ1

-

J ~ / G ~

The susccptancc J - J’ is to be formed by subtraction from the first shunt section of the filter.
The pole frcquency is given by

=

1

/fi

which may be set to any desired frequency in the
stopband, but not so close to the passband as to
cause a rapid change of the inverter impedancc
across the passband. The resulting mismatch may
be compensated by re-optimization of the filter rcsponse. In t h e present case the pole was set at 210
M H z with the passband edge at 176 MHz, increasing the rejection at 190 Mhz by 7 dB.
When the diplexer is formed by connecting t h e
two filters in parallel, there is a degradation in input VSWR to > 2:1, because this corresponds to
the parallel combination of two SO ohm circuits.
However, this may be rematched by adjusting the
first few clement values of each filler. This can be
carried out using optimization, or as in this case by
computer tuning. The resulting equivalent circuit of
the diplexer is given in Figure 5.

give an unloaded Q of over 1000 and sclf resonant
frcquencies at about 300 MHz, sorncwhat higher
than the operating frequency. This value of Q was
derived from an accurate computer program using
formulas derived by Macalpine and Schildknecht
[7]. An approximate formula frcquently quoted in
the litcrature, e.g. [ I , p. 191, namely

(6)

Q

=

44 b f i

with b=2.54 cm (the shield spacing is 2 in.) and
f = 170 MHz gives Q = 1440, a considerable overestimate. Actually (6) holds only for a ratio of shield
spacing to inductor diameter of 2: 1, whercas hcrc
the ratio is 210.75 = 2.67. Since the Q of an inductor
is practically independent o f the shield spacing, cxcept whcn the shield is very close to the coil (the
ficld is confined mainly within the coil), it is more
accurate to use an alternate formula
(7)

Q

=

88 a f i

where a is t h e mean coil radius in cm. and f is the
frequency in MHz. Thus in the case of a 0.75 in.
diameter coil at 170 MHz we have

(8)

Q
c

Figure 5.

= 88

x 2.54 x .75/2

x

13.04 = 1 0 9 3
Equivalent circuit of the diplexer.

The final theoretical characteristics of the diplexer are shown in Figure 7, which also gives the
measured performance.

Pra ctica 1 Rea 1iza tion
The inductors, which have values in the range of
100 - 400 nH, were constructed of air coils using 18
gauge coppcr wire, which is sufiiciently rugged t o
prevent microphonics for mo\t applications. In
more severe vibration environments it would be
possible to use low-loss formers, or t o use a dielectric foam, the method most commonly employed for
lumped-clcment tilters. The mean coil diameter
was 0.75 in. with a 2.0 in. ground plane spacing to

which is actually quite close to the valuc obtained
from the more complex theory 171.
The resonator Q is lowered by that of the capacitors, typically about 2000-5000. In the present example computer analysis of the filters indicated
that the effective Q reduced to approximately 850.
In previous helical resonator filters intcr-rcsonator coupling is usually electromagnetic, obtained by
means of coupling apertures which arc either predominately inductive or capacitive [ 11. In the present case having elliptic-type filtcrs, the magnetic
coupling is far too tight to bc achievable by aperture
coupling - the series inductors are of the same order
of magnitude as the shunt inductors. Therefore the
coupling inductances must be realized directly as
actual hcliccs. The coupling capacitors are in shunt
across these to form the pole resonances.
The series and shunt capacitors may be constructed using any convenient dielectric material

having low loss tangent. In our case the dielectric
was Duroid 5880 (TM, Rogers Corporation) which
has a manufacturer rated loss tangent of0.0004 at 1
MHz, increasing to 0.0009 at 10 GHz.
The diplexer conctructcd in brass weighs 3 lbs; a
much lower weight would be obtained using aluminum. Figure 6 illustrates the proportionate volumc
reduction, at no loss in performance, obtained by
replacing the original combline diplcxer with this
helical rcsotiator design.
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Figure 6. Illustrating the relative size reduction realized
by the present diplexer compared with the combline version.

The measured rcsults in Figurc 7 agrce reiisonably well with theory, especially in the passbands.
The stop band rejection differ somewhat from theory, cxplainable partly by the way the diplcxer was
tuned. The tuning was performed in ordcr to meet
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Actual measured diplexer performance.

the specification objectivcs rathcr than to achieve
the closest fit between theorctical and experimental performance. For example, the theoretical passband return loss would have been higher than that
obtained with the cxperimental tuning. This would
have given extra stopband rejection.

Other Appli~ation~r
This diplexer, with 2.5 d B passband insertion
loss, may be considered too l o s ~ yfor many applications, but in applications with somewhat wider
passbands and generally less severe adjacent trequcncy isolation requirements, insertion losses as
low as 0.2 dB may be obtained, in which case the
diplexers would be capable of quite high powcr
t ra t i sm issio n.
There types of helical reronator elliptic-function
filters and multiplexers may be used at higher frequencies. The uscfulncss of the technique is limited
by t h e fact that as frequency increases the maximum Q of a helical resonator decreases. This may
be scen from (7) which expresses t h e well known
fact that the Q is proportional both to the coil diameter and to the square root of frequency.
As frequcncy increases the necc
ter dccrcascs linearly with frequency in order that
thc slightly-above-1-esonancc condition be maintained, so ;hat overall the realizable Q of an optimal helical resonator decrcascs proportionally to
the squarc root of frequency. Of course, for a given
coil the Q increases with frequency, but eventually
it becomes self resonant.

The requirement of this design that the coils
resonance uf>ovethe passhand dictates
smaller sized coils with increasing frequencj
and correspoiztiingljy lower Q.
~ U L Y
self

For example a similar diplcxer built for the GPS
band4 of 1227 and 1575 MHL was constructed with
helical resonators having 0 values of around 400,
which is about 11.3 o f that achicvablc at 170 MHz, a5
expected from the above considerations. However
the size was very small, and whcn considering passband insertion loss, the elliptic function charactcristics used have the same effect as doubling the Q
when comparcd to regular Tchcbyshcv filters, so
that in some circumstances the technique becomes
compctitive with cavity filters having the custoiiiary
Tchcbyshcv response.

It is worth noting that quasi-elliptic-function
lumpcd clement filters are widely used for microwave filters up to quite high frequencies (as much
as 10 GHz) with resonator Q valucs of thc order of
150 - 250, in which cases the inductors may or may
not bc designed to operate close to rcsonance.
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